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Abstract. We study solution sensitivity for nonlinear programs (NLPs) whose structure is in-4
duced by a graph G = (V, E). These graph-structured NLPs arise in many applications such as5
dynamic optimization, stochastic optimization, optimization with partial differential equations, and6
network optimization. We show that the sensitivity of the primal-dual solution at node i ∈ V against7
a data perturbation at node j ∈ V is bounded by ΥρdG(i,j) for constants Υ > 0 and ρ ∈ (0, 1) and8
where dG(i, j) is the distance between i and j on G. In other words, the sensitivity of the solution9
decays exponentially with the distance to the perturbation point. This result, which we call expo-10
nential decay of sensitivity (EDS), holds under fairly standard assumptions used in classical NLP11
sensitivity theory: the strong second-order sufficiency condition and the linear independence con-12
straint qualification. We also present conditions under which the constants (Υ, ρ) remain uniformly13
bounded; this allows us to characterize behavior for NLPs defined over subgraphs of infinite graphs14
(e.g., as those arising in problems with unbounded domains). Our results provide new insights on15
how perturbations propagate through the NLP graph and on how the problem formulation influences16
such propagation. Specifically, we provide empirical evidence that positive objective curvature and17
constraint flexibility tend to dampen propagation. The developments are illustrated with numerical18
examples.19
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1. Introduction. We study the graph-structured nonlinear program (NLP):22

min
{xi∈Rri}i∈V

∑
i∈V

fi({xj}j∈NG [i]; {pj}j∈NG [i])(1.1a)23

s.t. cEi ({xj}j∈NG [i]; {pj}j∈NG [i]) = 0, i ∈ V, (yEi )(1.1b)24

cIi ({xj}j∈NG [i]; {pj}j∈NG [i]) ≥ 0, i ∈ V, (yIi ),(1.1c)2526

where the undirected graph G = (V, E) is an ordered pair of the nonempty, strictly27

ordered node set V and the edge set E ⊆ {{i, j} ⊆ V : i 6= j}; NG [i] := {j ∈ V :28

{i, j} ∈ E}∪ {i} denotes the closed neighborhood of i ∈ V on G. For each node i ∈ V,29

xi ∈ Rri is the primal variable vector; pi ∈ Rli is the data vector; fi :
∏
j∈NG [i] Rrj ×30 ∏

j∈NG [i] Rlj → R is the objective function; cEi :
∏
j∈NG [i] Rrj ×

∏
j∈NG [i] Rlj → RmE

i31

is the equality constraint vector function; cIi :
∏
j∈NG [i] Rrj ×

∏
j∈NG [i] Rlj → RmI

i is32

the inequality constraint vector function; and yEi ∈ RmE
i and yIi ∈ RmI

i are the dual33

variable vectors associated with (1.1b) and (1.1c), respectively.34

The graph-structured NLP is composed of a collection of nodes i ∈ V wherein35

each node i has its own variables xi, data pi, objective function fi(·), and constraint36

functions cEi (·), cIi (·). The objective and constraint functions of node i depend on the37

variables {xj}j∈NG [i] and data {pj}j∈NG [i] from neighboring nodes NG [i]. In other38
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Fig. 1. Illustration of graphs associated with various graph-structured NLPs.

words, node i is coupled algebraically to its neighbors, and the topology of such39

connectivity is dictated by G. To enable compact notation, we use the following40

definitions: ci(·) := [cEi (·); cIi (·)]; yi := [yEi ; yIi ]; zi := [xi; yi]; mi = mE
i + mI

i ; and41

ni = ri + mi. Furthermore, we define x := {xi}i∈V ; yE := {yEi }i∈V ; yI := {yIi }i∈V ;42

y := {yi}i∈V , z := {zi}i∈V ; and p := {pi}i∈V .43

A wide range of problems fall into our definition of graph-structured NLPs; ex-44

amples include dynamic optimization (e.g., optimal control, long-term planning, and45

state estimation) [4, 5], multi-stage stochastic programs [26, 29], optimization with46

partial differential equations (PDEs) [7], and network optimization (e.g., energy net-47

works, supply chains) [10, 11, 21, 36]. Typical graphs associated with such problems48

are illustrated in Figure 1. A few concrete examples will be discussed in Section 5.49

Our work is motivated by the following question:50

How does the primal-dual solution at node i ∈ V change

when the data at node j ∈ V is perturbed?
(Q1)51

52

We provide an answer to this question by identifying conditions under which we can53

find nodal sensitivity coefficients {Cij ∈ R≥0}i,j∈V satisfying:54

‖z†i (p)− z†i (p
′)‖ ≤

∑
j∈V

Cij‖pj − p′j‖, i ∈ V,(1.2)55

56

where z†(p) and z†(p′) are solutions of NLP (1.1) for data p and p′, respectively.57

Furthermore, p and p′ are perturbations of the base data p? (with associated base58

solution z?).59

Our main result (Theorem 3.5) shows that if: (i) the strong second order suffi-60

ciency condition (SSOSC) and the linear independence constraint qualification (LICQ)61

hold at z?, and (ii) p and p′ are sufficiently close to p?, then (1.2) holds with62

Cij = ΥρddG(i,j)/4−1e+ . Here, Υ > 0 and ρ ∈ (0, 1) are constants, dG(i, j) is the graph63

distance between nodes i and j on G, and d·e+ denotes the smallest non-negative inte-64

ger that is greater than or equal to the argument. In other words, solution sensitivity65

decays exponentially with respect to the distance to the perturbation point. We call66

this property exponential decay of sensitivity (EDS). This result is a specialization67

of classical sensitivity results for general NLPs [9,14,15,27,28] to a graph-structured68

setting. Specifically, classical results establish an overall sensitivity coefficient C satis-69

fying ‖z†(p)−z†(p′)‖ ≤ C‖p−p′‖, while here we establish nodal sensitivity coefficients70

{Cij}i,j∈V satisfying (1.2). Our results thus provide intuition into how perturbations71

propagate through the structure of the NLP.72
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The constants (Υ, ρ) play key roles in the magnitude and decay rate of sensitivity.73

We will see that these constants depend on the singular values of the Hessian of the74

Lagrangian; as such, we establish conditions under which the singular values remain75

uniformly bounded. This uniformity property will be particularly relevant when an-76

alyzing the sensitivity of NLPs that are defined over subgraphs of an infinite graph77

(a graph with an arbitrarily large domain). Such graphs can be used to analyze the78

limiting behavior of certain problem classes such as dynamic optimization problems79

over infinite horizons or of PDE optimization problems over unbounded domains. We80

show that (Υ, ρ) remain uniformly bounded under uniform boundedness conditions81

for graph degrees and second-order derivatives and under uniform SSOSC and LICQ.82

Unfortunately, these conditions are difficult to verify in practice (e.g., because the83

problem becomes arbitrarily large); accordingly, we establish sufficient conditions for84

uniform SSOSC and LICQ that can be verified in practice; in particular, we show85

that block SSOSC and LICQ conditions (assuming uniform SSOSC and LICQ hold86

over individual blocks) guarantee uniform SSOSC and LICQ for the entire NLP.87

Question (Q1) has been recently addressed in specific settings such as nonlinear88

dynamic optimization [22,24,31,34] and graph-structured quadratic programs [30,33].89

Our work generalizes such results. Addressing this question is crucial for understand-90

ing solution stability of a wide range of problem classes, for designing approximation91

schemes (often cast as parametric perturbations) [6, 13, 23, 32, 34], and for designing92

solution algorithms [24, 30, 31]. For instance, it has been recently shown that EDS93

plays a central role in assessing the impact of coarsening schemes [19,32] for dynamic94

optimization and in establishing convergence of overlapping Schwarz algorithms for95

graph-structured problems [24, 30, 31]. From an application stand-point, our results96

seek to provide new insights on how perturbations propagate through graphs and on97

how the problem formulation influences such propagation. Specifically, we provide98

empirical evidence that positive objective curvature and constraint flexibility tend99

to dampen propagation (promote sensitivity decay). Such insights can be used, for100

instance, to design systems that dampen (or magnify) perturbations or to identify101

system elements that are sensitive (or insensitive) to perturbations.102

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present basic results for graph-103

induced matrix properties (these generalize the results in [12,33] and will serve as an104

analytical tool for sensitivity analysis). In Section 3 we present the main sensitivity105

results; specifically, we apply graph-induced matrix properties to classical NLP sen-106

sitivity theory to establish bounds on the nodal sensitivity coefficients in (1.2). In107

Section 4, we study uniform boundedness conditions for the sensitivity coefficients to108

analyze the NLPs with infinite graphs. Numerical results are provided in Section 5,109

followed by conclusions in Section 6.110

Basic Notation: The set of real numbers and the set of integers are denoted by111

R and I, respectively. We define IA := I ∩ A, where A is a set; I>0 := I ∩ (0,∞);112

I≥0 := I ∩ [0,∞); R>0 := (0,∞); and R≥0 := [0,∞). For A ⊆ X, f : X → Y ,113

and x ∈ X, where X and Y are linear spaces, A + x := {x′ + x : x′ ∈ A} and114

f(X) := {f(x) ∈ Y : x ∈ X}. Vectors are treated as column vectors. We use the syn-115

tax: [M1; · · · ;Mn] := [M>1 · · · M>n ]>; {Mi}i∈U := [Mi1 ; · · · ;Mim ]; {Mi,j}i∈U,j∈V :=116

{{M>i,j}>j∈V }i∈U , where, U = {i1 < · · · < im} and V = {j1 < · · · < jn} are117

strictly ordered sets. Furthermore, v[i] is the i-th component of vector v; M [i, j]118

is the (i, j)-th component of matrix M ; v[I] := {v[i]}i∈I ; M [I, J ] := {M [i, j]}i∈I,j∈J .119

For a function φ : Rn → R and variable vectors y ∈ Rp, z ∈ Rq, ∇2
yzφ(x) :=120

{ ∂2

∂y[i]∂z[j]φ(x)}i∈I[1,p],j∈I[1,q] . For a vector function ϕ : Rn → Rm and a variable vec-121
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tor w ∈ Rs, ∇wϕ(x) := { ∂
∂w[j]ϕ(x)[i]}i∈I[1,m],j∈I[1,s] . We use the shorthand notation122

∇2φ(x) := ∇2
xxφ(x), ∇ϕ(x) := ∇xϕ(x). Vector 2-norms and induced 2-norms of ma-123

trices are denoted by ‖ · ‖. For matrices A and B, A � (�)B indicates that A − B124

is positive (semi)-definite while A > (≥)B denotes a componentwise inequality. The125

identity matrix is denoted as I and the zero matrix or vector are denoted as 0. Specific126

notations will be introduced at the first appearance.127

Remark 1.1. In some applications (e.g., energy networks), we might encounter128

variables, data, objectives, and constraints defined over edges (not explicitly expressed129

in Problem (1.1)). Such information can be captured within “super-nodes” that en-130

capsulate edges (this is possible because the formulation allows for nodes with different131

numbers of variables and constraints). Alternatively, one may treat edges in the graph132

as nodes and rewrite the problem with a newly defined lifted graph G̃ = (Ṽ, Ẽ), where133

Ṽ := V ∪ E and Ẽ := {{i, e} : i ∈ V, i ∈ e, e ∈ E} (an order needs to be assigned for134

Ṽ).135

2. Graph-Induced Matrix Properties. This section derives basic properties136

of graph-induced matrices. The results in this section will be crucial in deriving the137

sensitivity results of interest. Properties of graph-induced positive definite matrices138

are reported in [12, 33]; here, we establish properties for general (non-symmetric and139

indefinite) matrices. We begin by introducing the notion of distance on graphs and140

establish basic properties for such distance.141

Definition 2.1 (Graph Distance and Diameter). The distance dG(i, j) between142

nodes i, j ∈ V on graph G = (V, E) is the number of edges in the shortest path con-143

necting them. Furthermore, the diameter DG of G is the largest distance between any144

pair of nodes in V .145

Proposition 2.2. The distance dG : V × V → I≥0 is a metric on V ; that is, (a)146

dG(i, j) ≥ 0 for any i, j ∈ V; (b) i = j if and only if dG(i, j) = 0; (c) dG(i, j) = dG(j, i)147

for any i, j ∈ V; (d) dG(i, j) ≤ dG(i, k) + dG(k, j) for any i, j, k ∈ V.148

The proof of this result is straightforward and is thus omitted. We now introduce149

the concept of graph-induced matrix bandwidth.150

Definition 2.3 (Graph-Induced Matrix Bandwidth). Consider a matrix X ∈151

Rm×n, a graph G = (V, E), and index sets I = {Ii}i∈V , J = {Ji}i∈V that partition1152

I[1,m] and I[1,n], respectively. Matrix X is said to have bandwidth B induced by an153

ordered triple (G, I,J ), if B is the smallest nonnegative integer such that X[i][j] = 0154

for any i, j ∈ V with dG(i, j) > B, where X[i][j] := X[Ii, Jj ].155

We refer to X[i][j] as the [i][j]-block of matrix X. The bandwidth defined above is156

a generalization of the standard notion of matrix bandwidth [16, Section 1.2.1]. If the157

matrix X ∈ Rn×n is square, V = I[1,n], E = {{i, i + 1}}n−1
i=1 , and I = J = {{i}}ni=1,158

then the graph-induced matrix bandwidth reduces to the standard definition of matrix159

bandwidth.160

Definition 2.3 enables a formal definition of graph-induced matrices; specifically, a161

graph-induced matrix is a matrixX that has a triple (G, I,J ) such that the bandwidth162

B of X, induced by (G, I,J ), is much smaller than the diameter DG of G (i.e., B �163

1In this paper, we call a family {X1, · · · , Xk} of subsets of X to be a partition if
⋃K

k=1Xk = X
and X1, · · · , Xk are disjoint; here, we allow Xk to be empty sets. Note that this differs from the
standard definition of a partition, where the nonempty nature of Xk is enforced. This modification
allows us to handle nodes with empty variables, constraints, or data.
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DG). This corresponds to the notion of a block-banded matrix. Block-diagonal matrices164

whose blocks are defined by I,J (including identity matrices and zero matrices)165

always have bandwidth of zero (by Proposition 2.2(b)). We now state basic properties166

of the matrix bandwidth.167

Lemma 2.4. Consider X ∈ Rm×n with bandwidth no greater than BX induced168

by (G, I,J ); we have that: (a) X> has bandwidth not greater than BX induced by169

(G,J , I); (b) if Y ∈ Rm×n has bandwidth not greater than BY induced by (G, I,J ),170

then X + Y has bandwidth not greater than max(BX , BY ) induced by (G, I,J ); (c) if171

W ∈ Rn×k has bandwidth not greater than BW induced by (G,J ,K), then XW has172

bandwidth not greater than BX +BW induced by (G, I,K).173

Proof of (a). We have that (X>)[i][j] = (X>)[Ji][Ij ] = (X[Ij ][Ji])
> = (X[j][i])

>.174

From the assumption that X has bandwidth not greater than BX and Proposition175

2.2(c), (X>)[i][j] = 0 if dG(i, j) > BX ; therefore, X has bandwidth not greater than176

BX , and induced by (G,J , I).177

Proof of (b). We have that X[i][j] = 0 and Y[i][j] = 0 if dG(i, j) > max(BX , BY ),178

which yields (X+Y )[i][j] = 0 if dG(i, j) > max(BX , BY ). Thus, X+Y has bandwidth179

not greater than max(BX , BY ), and induced by (G, I,J ).180

Proof of (c). If dG(i, j) > BX + BW , from Proposition 2.2(d) we have that for181

any k ∈ V, dG(i, k) > BX or dG(j, k) > BW . Thus, if dG(i, j) > BX + BW , we182

have (XW )[i][j] =
∑
k∈V X[i][k]W[k][j] = 0 (where the first equality comes from the183

block matrix multiplication law and the second equality comes from observing that184

dG(i, k) > BX or dG(j, k) > BW ). Therefore, XW has bandwidth not greater than185

BX +BW , and induced by (G, I,K).186

Lemma 2.4 implies that graph-induced properties of a matrix are preserved under187

transposition, addition, and multiplication (as long as the associated index sets are188

compatible). Using Lemma 2.4, we can establish properties for the inverse of a graph-189

induced matrix (this is the main result of this section).190

Theorem 2.5. Consider a nonsingular matrix X ∈ Rn×n with bandwidth not191

greater than BX ≥ 1 induced by (G,K,P), Y ∈ Rn×m with bandwidth not greater than192

BY induced by (G,K,J ), and W ∈ R`×n with bandwidth not greater than BW induced193

by (G, I,P); for constants σX ≥ σ(X), σY ≥ σ(Y ), σW ≥ σ(W ), and 0 < σX ≤ σ(X)194

(where σ(·) and σ(·) denote the largest and smallest non-trivial singular values of the195

argument),2 the following holds:196

‖(WX−1Y )[i][j]‖ ≤
σXσY σW

σ2
X

(
σ2
X − σ2

X

σ2
X + σ2

X

)⌈
dG(i,j)−BX−BY −BW

2BX

⌉
+

, i, j ∈ V,(2.1)197

198

where (WX−1Y )[i][j] := (WX−1Y )[Ii, Jj ] and d·e+ is the smallest non-negative inte-199

ger that is greater than or equal to the argument.200

Proof. By definition of singular values and the assumptions on σX , σY , σW , and201

σX , we have σ2
XI � σ(X)2I � XX> � σ(X)2I � σ2

XI. From this, one can obtain:202

σ2
X − σ2

X

σ2
X + σ2

X

I � I − 2

σ2
X + σ2

X

XX> � −σ
2
X + σ2

X

σ2
X + σ2

X

I.(2.2)203

204

2Non-trivial in the sense that we exclude the singular values that are trivially zero due to the
nonsquare size of the matrix.
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By Lemma 2.4(c), XX> has bandwidth not greater than 2BX induced by (G,K,K).205

Furthermore, XX> is nonsingular (from the nonsingularity of X). These observations206

imply that:207

WX−1Y =
2

σ2
X + σ2

X

WX>
(

2

σ2
X + σ2

X

XX>
)−1

Y(2.3a)208

=
2

σ2
X + σ2

X

WX>
(
I − (I − 2

σ2
X + σ2

X

XX>)

)−1

Y(2.3b)209

=
2

σ2
X + σ2

X

WX>

( ∞∑
q=0

(
I − 2

σ2
X + σ2

X

XX>
)q)

Y,(2.3c)210

=
2

σ2
X + σ2

X

∞∑
q=0

WX>
(
I − 2

σ2
X + σ2

X

XX>
)q

Y.(2.3d)211

212

The second equality follows from a simple algebraic manipulation, the third equality213

follows from [20, Corollary 5.6.16] and (2.2), and the last equality follows from the214

fact that the series in (2.3d) converges (due to (2.2)). Furthermore, from Lemma215

2.4, we see that WX>
(
I − 2

σ2
X+σ2

X
XX>

)q
Y has bandwidth not greater than (2q +216

1)BX + BY + BW and induced by (G, I,J ). By extracting submatrices defined by217

the row index Ii and the column index Jj from (2.3), one can obtain:218

(WX−1Y )[i][j] =
2

σ2
X + σ2

X

∞∑
q=q0(i,j)

(
WX>

(
I − 2XX>

σ2
X + σ2

X

)q
Y

)
[i][j]

219

220

where q0(i, j) :=
⌈
dG(i,j)−BX−BY −BW

2BX

⌉
+

; the summation over q = 0, · · · , q0(i, j) − 1

is zero; because such q satisfy (2q + 1)BX +BY +BW < dG(i, j), thus(
WX>

(
I − 2

σ2
X + σ2

X

XX>
)q

Y

)
[i][j]

= 0.

Using the triangle inequality and the fact that the matrix norm of a submatrix is221

smaller than that of the original matrix,222

‖(WX−1Y )[i][j]‖ ≤
2

σ2
X + σ2

X

∞∑
q=q0(i,j)

∥∥∥∥WX>
(
I − 2XX>

σ2
X + σ2

X

)q
Y

∥∥∥∥(2.4)223

≤ 2

σ2
X + σ2

X

∞∑
q=q0(i,j)

σWσX

(
σ2
X − σ2

X

σ2
X + σ2

X

)q
σY224

≤ σXσY σW
σ2
X

(
σ2
X − σ2

X

σ2
X + σ2

X

)⌈
dG(i,j)−BX−BY −BW

2BX

⌉
+

.225

226

The second inequality follows from the submultiplicativity of the matrix norm and227

(2.2); and the last inequality follows from the summation of geometric series. There-228

fore, (2.1) is obtained.229

The result indicates that the norm of the [i][j]-block of WX−1Y decays exponen-230

tially with respect to the distance between nodes i and j on G; the decay rate becomes231
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faster (smaller) as the condition number σ(X)/σ(X) of X decreases; and the decay232

rate becomes faster as the bandwidths BX , BY , and BW decrease. This property will233

be key in establishing EDS for the graph-structured NLP (1.1) and hints at the fact234

that EDS arises from connectivity induced by the graph (at the linear algebra level).235

Theorem 2.5 is a generalization of [33, Theorem 1] (which assumes positive defi-236

niteness of X and Y = W = I). We also note that [12] has studied exponential decay237

of the components of the inverse of banded matrices. Specifically, in [12, Theorem238

2.4], exponential decay for indefinite banded matrices (with the standard definition of239

bandwidth) is established. Furthermore, in [12, Proposition 5.1], a less general form240

of Theorem 2.5 is presented; however, graph-induced matrices are not formally intro-241

duced, and only positive definite matrices are considered. Theorem 2.5 generalizes242

these results by introducing the notion of graph-induced matrices and by considering243

non-symmetric and indefinite matrices.244

3. Exponential Decay of Sensitivity. This section aims to provide an answer245

to question (Q1). The sketch of our analysis is as follows: we invoke classical results of246

NLP sensitivity theory [14, 28] to obtain an explicit representation for the one-sided247

directional derivative of the primal-dual solution mapping w.r.t. to the data; the248

representation involves the inverse of a graph-induced matrix. The results from the249

previous section are then applied to this representation to establish bounds on the250

nodal sensitivity coefficients. Finally, the one-sided directional derivative is integrated251

over the line segment between a pair of data points that are within the neighborhood of252

the base data to obtain the result in the form of (1.2). This yields explicit expressions253

for (Υ, ρ).254

To enable compact notation, we introduce the following definitions:255

f(x;p) :=
∑
i∈V

fi({xj}j∈NG [i]; {pj}j∈NG [i]);256

cE(x;p) := {cEi ({xj}j∈NG [i]; {pj}j∈NG [i])}i∈V ;257

cI(x;p) := {cIi ({xj}j∈NG [i]; {pj}j∈NG [i])}i∈V ;258

c(x;p) := {ci({xj}j∈NG [i]; {pj}j∈NG [i])}i∈V ;259260

r =
∑
i∈V ri; m

E =
∑
i∈V m

E
i ; mI =

∑
i∈V m

I
i ; m =

∑
i∈V mi; n =

∑
i∈V ni;261

l =
∑
i∈V li. Boldface symbols are used whenever a variable or a function is associated262

with more than one node. Using these definitions, (1.1) can be expressed as a general263

parametric NLP of the form:264

P (p) : min
x
f(x;p)265

s.t. cE(x;p) = 0, (yE)266

cI(x;p) ≥ 0, (yI).267268

We denote this problem as P (p); its Lagrange function L : Rn × Rl → R is given by269

L(z;p) := f(x;p)− y>c(x;p).270

3.1. Preliminaries. We use z? ∈ Rn to denote the primal-dual base solution of271

P (p?). We denote the primal and dual components of z? = {z?i }i∈V = {[x?i ; y?i ]}i∈V272

as x? := {x?i }i∈V and y? = {y?i }i∈V , respectively. We say that z? is a primal-dual273

solution if x? satisfies the first-order optimality conditions with Lagrange multiplier274

y? (see [25]).275

We now make key assumptions that are necessary to establish our main sensitivity276

result.277
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Assumption 3.1 (Twice Continuous Differentiability of Functions). The func-278

tions f : Rr ×Rl → R and c : Rr ×Rl → Rm are twice continuously differentiable in279

the neighborhood of [x?;p?].280

Assumption 3.2 (Regularity of Solution). The base solution z? satisfies SSOSC281

and LICQ.282

We recall that SSOSC requires positive definiteness of the reduced Hessian of the283

Lagrangian at z?. The reduced Hessian is the Hessian projected on the null space284

defined by equality constraints and active inequality constraints with nonzero duals.285

LICQ requires that the constraint Jacobian defined by equality and active inequality286

constraints are linearly independent at z?. These requirements are stated formally287

as:288

ReH(∇2
xxL(z?;p?),∇xc(x?;p?)[A0(p?), :]) � 0(SSOSC)289

σ(∇xc(x?;p?)[A1(p?), :]) > 0.(LICQ)290291

Here, ReH(H,A) := Z>HZ is the reduced Hessian, where Z is a null-space matrix of292

A, and293

A0(p?) := AE ∪ {i ∈ AI : c(x?)[i] = 0, y?[i] 6= 0}(3.1)294

A1(p?) := AE ∪ {i ∈ AI : c(x?)[i] = 0},(3.2)295296

where AE and AI are the set of equality and inequality constraint indices within297

I[1,m], respectively.298

SSOSC and LICQ are standard assumptions used in NLP sensitivity theory. For299

instance, Assumption 3.2 guarantees strong regularity of the generalized equation300

(GE) representation of the first-order optimality conditions of (1.1) at z? [28]. Strong301

regularity is then used to establish properties for the solution mapping for the para-302

metric NLP P (p). In what follows, we refer to p? as the base data and z? as the base303

solution.304

Lemma 3.3. Under Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, there exist neighborhoods P ⊆ Rl of305

p? and Z ⊆ Rn of z? and a continuous function z† : P → Z such that z†(p) is a306

primal-dual solution of P (p) that satisfies SSOSC and LICQ. Furthermore, for any307

q := {qi}i∈V ∈ Rl, the one-sided directional derivative of z†(·) is given by:308

Dqz
†(p) := lim

h↘0

z†(p+ qh)− z†(p)

h
;309

310

with Dqx
†(p) = ξ†i (p, q), Dqy

†(p, q) = η†(p, q). We also have that ξ†(p, q) and311

η†(p, q)[A1(p)] is a primal-dual solution of the quadratic program:312

QP (p, q) : min
ξ

1

2
ξ>Q(p)ξ + ξ>S(p)q,(3.3a)313

s.t. A(p)[i, :]>ξ +B(p)[i, :]q = 0, i ∈ A0(p), (η[i])(3.3b)314

A(p)[i, :]>ξ +B(p)[i, :]q ≥ 0, i ∈ A1(p) \ A0(p), (η[i])(3.3c)315316

and η†(p, q)[I[1,m] \A1(p)] = 0 (i.e., the free dual variables are fixed to zero), where:317

318

A0(p) := AE ∪ {i ∈ AI : c(x†(p))[i] = 0, y†(p)[i] 6= 0}(3.4a)319
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A1(p) := AE ∪ {i ∈ AI : c(x†(p))[i] = 0}(3.4b)320

Q(p) := ∇xxL(z†(p);p); S(p) := ∇xpL(z†(p);p)(3.4c)321

A(p) := ∇xc(x†(p);p); B(p) := ∇pc(x†(p);p).(3.4d)322323

Moreover, a unique primal-dual solution of QP (p, q) exists for any p ∈ P and q ∈ Rl;324

thus, ξ†(·, ·) and η†(·, ·) are well-defined.325

Proof. The results in [14, Theorem 2G.8] ensure semidifferentiability (which guar-326

antees continuity) of the solution of the first-order optimality conditions for P (p) over327

a certain neighborhood of p?. This result is established by using the GE representa-328

tion of the first-order conditions. Furthermore, [14, Theorem 2G.9] establishes that329

over a certain neighborhood P, the solution mapping of the GE satisfies SSOSC and330

LICQ; that is, within P, the solution mapping for the GE is the solution mapping for331

P (p) at which SSOSC and LICQ are satisfied. Moreover, by [14, Theorem 2G.8], the332

one-sided directional derivative of the solution mapping for the GE (which exists for333

any direction q ∈ Rl by semidifferentiability [14, Theorem 2D.1]) can be evaluted by334

using the linearized GE. The linear GE are the first-order optimality conditions for335

QP (p, q) (see [14, Equation (35)]); here, the first-order conditions are necessary and336

sufficienct conditions for the optimality due to the convexity QP (p, q) (guaranteed by337

SSOSC and LICQ of z? for the original problem). As such, the one-sided directional338

derivative of the solution mapping for P (p) can be evaluated by solving QP (p, q).339

Finally, the strong regularity of the GE at z? (obtained under SSOSC and LICQ)340

guarantees that there exists a unique solution of the linearized GE [28], which in turn341

guarantees the existence of a unique solution of QP (p, q).342

Under Lemma 3.3, the rate of change Dqz
†(p) of the primal-dual solution of343

P (p) (for a given direction q) can be quantified by using the solution of QP (p, q).344

For given p and q, the parameters in QP (p, q) can be evaluated explicitly and thus its345

solution can be calculated; as such, Lemma 3.3 provides a computational procedure346

to evaluate primal-dual solution sensitivity.347

The quadratic program QP (p, q) plays a central role in our analysis and we thus348

examine its properties in more detail. The first-order conditions of this problem are:349

Q(p)ξ + S(p)q +A>η = 0(3.5a)350

A(p)[i, :]ξ +B(p)[i, :]q = 0, i ∈ A0(p)(3.5b)351

A(p)[i, :]ξ +B(p)[i, :]q ≥ 0, i ∈ A1(p) \ A0(p)(3.5c)352

η[i] ≥ 0, i ∈ A1(p) \ A0(p)(3.5d)353

(A(p)[i, :]ξ +B(p)[i, :]q)η[i] = 0, i ∈ A1(p) \ A0(p).(3.5e)354355

Under SSOSC and LICQ for P (p?) at z?, these conditions are necessary and sufficient356

for any solution of QP (p, q). From the complementarity condition (3.5e), one can357

observe that there exists A0(p) ⊆ A′(p, q) ⊆ A1(p) such that:358

A(p)[i, :]ξ +B(p)[i, :]q = 0, i ∈ A′(p, q)(3.6a)359

η[i] = 0, i ∈ A1(p) \ A′(p, q).(3.6b)360361

are satisfied at ξ†(p, q), η†(p, q). Thus, from (3.5), (3.6), and η[i] = 0 for i ∈362
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I[1,m] \ A1(p) (from Lemma 3.3), we have:363 [
Q(p) A(p)[A′(p, q), :]>

A(p)[A′(p, q), :]

] [
ξ

η[A′(p, q)]

]
= −

[
S(p)

B(p)[A′(p, q), :]

]
q

η[I[1,m] \ A′(p, q)] = 0.

(3.7)364

365

The linear equation (3.7) provides a relationship between [ξ†(p, q);η†(p, q)] and q;366

however, it does not provide an explicit relationship because A′(p, q) depends on q.367

By rearranging [ξ†(p, q);η†(p, q)] one can obtain ζ†(p) = {[ξ†i (p, q); η†i (p, q)]}i∈V ,368

where ξ†(p, q) = {ξ†i (p, q)}i∈V , η†(p, q) = {η†i (p, q)}i∈V . To perform such rearrange-369

ment, we consider a permutation φ : I[1,n] → I[1,n] that achieves z[φ(i)] = [ξ;η][i].370

This permutation enables the following definition:371

B0(p) := φ(I[1,r] ∪ (A0(p) + r)), B1(p) := φ(I[1,r] ∪ (A1(p) + r))(3.8a)372

B′(p, q) := φ(I[1,r] ∪ (A′(p, q) + r)).(3.8b)373374

Finally, [ξ;η] can be rearranged in such a way that the relationship Dqz
†(p) = ζ†(p)375

(from Lemma 3.3) can be used; this yields:376

Dqz
†(p)[B′(p, q)] = − (H(p)[B′(p, q),B′(p, q)])

−1
R(p)[B′(p, q), :]q,(3.9a)377

Dqz
†(p)[I[1,n] \ B′(p, q)] = 0,(3.9b)378379

where:380

H(p) := ∇zzL(z†(p);p); R(p) := ∇zpL(z†(p);p).(3.10)381382

Here, the nonsingularity of H(p)[B′(p, q),B′(p, q)] is guaranteed by the fact that383

Q(p) is positive definite on the null-space of A(p)[A0(p), :]. This follows from the384

satisfaction of LICQ and SSOSC (from Lemma 3.3) and [25, Lemma 16.1].385

3.2. Nodal Sensitivity Result. We now observe that H(p) and R(p) are386

graph-induced matrices; these have bandwidth not greater than two, induced by387

(G, I, I) and (G, I,K), and where388

Ii := I∑
j∈V,j<i nj+[1,ni], Ki := I∑

j∈V,j<i lj+[1,li], i ∈ V.(3.11)389
390

Note that I := {Ii}i∈V and K := {Ki}i∈V partition I[1,n] and I[1,l], respectively. We391

now observe that:392

Hij(p) := ∇2
zizjL(z†(p);p) = (H(p))[i][j](3.12a)393

Rij(p) := ∇2
zipjL(z†(p);p) = (R(p))[i][j].(3.12b)394

395

From this we can see see that, if dG(i, j) > 2 holds, then (H(p))[i][j] = 0 and396

(R(p))[i][j] = 0 hold.397

The submatrices of H(p) and R(p) are also graph-structured (induced by prop-398

erly chosen index sets). In particular, H(p)[B,B] and R[B, :] with B ⊆ I[1,n] have399

bandwidth not greater than two induced by (G, IB, IB) and (G, IB,K), where IB :=400

{Ii ∩ B}i∈V .401

We thus see that (3.7) involves the inverse of a graph-induced matrix; as such,402

Theorem 2.5 can be used for establishing the desired sensitivity bounds. By combining403

Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 3.3, one can establish the following result.404
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Lemma 3.4. Suppose Assumptions 3.1, 3.2 hold, and suppose that, for given p ∈405

P (defined in Lemma 3.3) and q := {qi}i∈V ∈ Rl, we have σH(p, q), σR(p, q), and406

σH(p, q) such that:407

σH(p, q) ≥ σ(H(p)[B′(p, q),B′(p, q)])(3.13a)408

σR(p, q) ≥ σ(R(p)[B′(p, q), :])(3.13b)409

0 < σH(p, q) ≤ σ(H(p)[B′(p, q),B′(p, q)])(3.13c)410411

hold; then the following holds for any i ∈ V:412

‖Dqz†i (p, q)‖ ≤
∑
j∈V

σH(p, q)σR(p, q)

σH(p, q)2

(
σH(p, q)2 − σH(p, q)2

σH(p, q)2 + σH(p, q)2

)⌈
dG(i,j)

4 −1
⌉
+

‖qj‖.

(3.14)

413

414

Proof. For simplicity, we denote B′(p, q) (defined in (3.8)) as B′. From the415

fact that H(p)[B′,B′] is always nonsingular (as discussed after (3.10)) we have that416

σH(p, q) satisfying (3.13c) always exists. By inspecting the block structure of (3.9)417

we can see that:418

Dqz
†(p)[Ii ∩ B′] =

∑
j∈V
−((H(p)[B′,B′])−1R(p)[B′, :])[i][j]qj ,(3.15)419

420

where IB′ := {Ii ∩ B′}i∈V and K := {Ki}i∈V (defined in (3.11)) are used for index421

sets. We have already established that H(p)[B′,B′] has bandwidth not greater than422

two, induced by (G, IB′ , IB′) and that R(p)[B′, :] has bandwidth not greater than423

two, induced by (G, IB′ ,K). By applying Theorem 2.5, we obtain:424

‖((H(p)[B′,B′])−1R(p)[B′, :])[i][j]‖

≤ σH(p, q)σR(p, q)

σH(p, q)2

(
σH(p, q)2 − σH(p, q)2

σH(p, q)2 + σH(p, q)2

)⌈
dG(i,j)

4 −1
⌉
+

.
(3.16)425

426

Now note that ‖Dqz†i (p)‖ ≤ ‖Dqz†(p)[Ii ∩ B′]‖+ ‖Dqz†(p)[Ii \ B′]‖, and recall from427

(3.9b) that Dqz
†(p)[Ii \ B′] = 0. Hence, by applying (3.16) to (3.15), and applying428

triangle inequality, we obtain (3.14).429

Lemma 3.4 establishes that the dependence of ‖Dqz†i (p)‖ on perturbation pj430

decays with dG(i, j). However, the right-hand side of (3.16) still depends on p, q431

and this complicates the use of Lemma 3.4 (needed to quantify sensitivity behavior).432

To express this result as in (1.2), wherein the expressions on the right-hand side are433

independent of p, q, we exploit the continuity of singular values [16, Corollary 8.6.2].434

This gives us the main result of the paper.435

Theorem 3.5 (Exponential Decay of Sensitivity (EDS)). Under Assumptions436

3.1 and 3.2, and for given ε > 0, σH ≥ σH(p?), σR ≥ σR(p?), and 0 < σH ≤437

σ
H

(p?), where438

σH(p) := max{σ(H(p)[B,B]) : B0(p?) ⊆ B ⊆ B1(p?)}439

σR(p) := max{σ(R(p)[B, :]) : B0(p?) ⊆ B ⊆ B1(p?)}440

σ
H

(p) := min{σ(H(p)[B,B]) : B0(p?) ⊆ B ⊆ B1(p?)},441
442
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there exists a neighborhood Pε of p? such that the following holds for any p,p′ ∈ Pε:443

‖z†i (p)− z†i (p
′)‖ ≤

∑
j∈V

Υρ

⌈
dG(i,j)

4 −1
⌉
+‖pj − p′j‖, i ∈ V,(3.17)444

445

with Υ :=
σHσR
σ2
H

+ ε and ρ :=
σ2
H − σ2

H

σ2
H + σ2

H

+ ε.446

Proof. From the continuity of z†(·) in the neighborhood of p? and the continuity447

of c(·, ·) in the neighborhood of [z?;p?], there exists a neighborhood P̃ ⊆ P of p? such448

that, for p ∈ P̃ and i ∈ I[1,m],449

c(x?)[i] > 0 ⇒ c(x†(p))[i] > 0, y?[i] 6= 0 ⇒ y†(p)[i] 6= 0.450451

These conditions and complementarity slackness imply that for p ∈ P̃, we have452

A0(p?) ⊆ A0(p) and A1(p) ⊆ A1(p?); that is, B0(p?) ⊆ B0(p) and B1(p) ⊆ B(p?).453

From this result and the fact that B0(p) ⊆ B′(p, q) ⊆ B1(p), we have that:454

σ(H(p)[B′(p, q),B′(p, q)]) ≤ σH(p)(3.18a)455

σ(R(p)[B′(p, q), :]) ≤ σR(p)(3.18b)456

σ(H(p)[B′(p, q),B′(p, q)]) ≥ σ
H

(p).(3.18c)457
458

By the twice-continuous differentiability of L(·, ·) and the continuity of z†(·), we have459

that H(·) is continuous. The same holds true for its submatrices: H(·)[B,B] with460

B0(p?) ⊆ B ⊆ B1(p?). From the continuity of singular values with respect to its461

entries [16, Corollary 8.6.2], we have that σ(H(·)[B,B]) and σ(H(·)[B,B]) are contin-462

uous for any B0(p?) ⊆ B ⊆ B1(p?); accordingly, since a maximum and a minimum of463

a fixed and finite number of continuous functions is continuous, we have that σH(p),464

σR(p), σ
H

(p) are continuous with respect to p in P̃. Thus, there exists a convex465

neighborhood Pε ⊆ P̃ of p? wherein the following are satisfied:466

σH(p)σR(p)

σ
H

(p)2
≤ σH(p?)σR(p?)

σ
H

(p?)2
+ ε(3.19a)467

σH(p)2 − σ
H

(p)2

σH(p)2 + σ
H

(p)2
≤
σH(p?)2 − σ

H
(p?)2

σH(p?)2 + σ
H

(p?)2
+ ε.(3.19b)468

469

Here, note that σ
H

(p?) > 0 because σ(H[B,B]) > 0 holds for any B0(p?) ⊆ B ⊆470

B1(p?) (as discussed in the proof of Lemma 3.4). By applying (3.18) and (3.19) to471

Lemma 3.4, we obtain:472

‖Dqz†i (p)‖ ≤
∑
j∈V

(
σH(p?)σR(p?)

σ
H

(p?)2
+ ε

)(
σH(p?)2 − σ

H
(p?)2

σH(p?)2 + σ
H

(p?)2
+ ε

)⌈
dG(i,j)

4 −1
⌉
+

‖qj‖473

≤
∑
j∈V

(
σHσR
σ2
H

+ ε

)(
σ2
H − σ2

H

σ2
H + σ2

H

+ ε

)⌈
dG(i,j)

4 −1
⌉
+

‖qj‖474

≤
∑
j∈V

Υρ

⌈
dG(i,j)

4 −1
⌉
+‖qj‖,(3.20)475

476
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for any p ∈ Pε and q ∈ Rl. Finally, since we have chosen Pε to be convex, for any477

p,p′ ∈ Pε, the line segment between p,p′ is within Pε. Thus, we have:478

‖z†i (p)− z†i (p
′)‖ ≤ ‖

∫ 1

0

Dp′−pz
†
i ((1− t)p+ tp′)dt‖479

≤
∫ 1

0

‖Dp′−pz†i ((1− t)p+ tp′)‖dt ≤
∑
j∈V

Υρ

⌈
dG(i,j)

4 −1
⌉
+‖pj − p′j‖,480

481

where the first inequality is from Newton-Leibniz, the second inequality follows from482

triangle inequality for integrals, and the last inequality follows from (3.20).483

Theorem 3.5 establishes the sensitivity bounds {Cij = ΥρddG(i,j)/4−1e+}i,j∈V .484

One can observe that Υ > 0 and ρ ∈ (0, 1) hold; consequently, we have that the upper485

bound of the nodal sensitivity decays exponentially as dG(i, j) increases. We can also486

see that (Υ, ρ) depend on the singular values of the submatrices of H(p?), R(p?),487

which are submatrices of the full Hessian matrix ∇2L(z?;p?). Therefore, the singular488

values play important roles in sensitivity behavior.489

Remark 3.6. One can establish EDS for a more general version of NLP (1.1),490

in which coupling is allowed within the expanded neighborhood NB
G [i] := {j ∈ V :491

dG(i, j) ≤ B} with B > 1. Such an NLP arises when algebraic coupling between nodes492

extends beyond immediate neighbors. In such a case, the matrices H(p) and R(p)493

(and their submatrices) have bandwidths not greater than 2B. For this more general494

setting, the corresponding results for Theorem 3.5 can be established; in particular,495

if the rest of the assumptions in Theorem 3.5 remain the same, the following holds:496

‖z†i (p)− z†i (p
′)‖ ≤

∑
j∈V

Υρ

⌈
dG(i,j)

4B −1
⌉
+‖pj − p′j‖.(3.21)497

498

We can observe that the exponential decay rate increases (the decay becomes slower)499

as the constant B increases. This implies that we require a small coupling radius B500

in order to have fast decay of sensitivity (which makes intuitive sense).501

4. Uniform Sensitivity Bounds. An interesting class of graph-structured NLPs502

is that in which the underlying graph is a subgraph of an infinite-dimensional graph.503

Examples include time-dependent problems (in which we might want to extend the504

horizon) and discretized PDE optimization (in which we might want to expand the505

domain). To analyze this setting, we consider a family of problems {P(k)(·)}k∈K with506

a potentially infinite problem index set K. The associated quantities are introduced507

accordingly; {G(k) = (V(k), E(k))}k∈K , {f (k)(·)}k∈K , {c(k)(·)}k∈K . Also, a set of data508

{p?(k)}k∈K and the associated base solutions {z?(k)}k∈K are considered. The subma-509

trices {H(k)(p
?)}k∈K , {R(k)(p

?)}k∈K of the full Hessian matrix can be defined as in510

(3.10) for each k.511

This section aims to establish sufficient conditions for:512

sup
k∈K

σH,(k)(p
?
(k)) < +∞; sup

k∈K
σR,(k)(p

?
(k)) < +∞; inf

k∈K
σ
H,(k)

(p?(k)) > 0,(4.1)513

514

where σH,(k)(p
?
(k)), σR,(k)(p

?
(k)), and σ

H,(k)
(p?(k)) are defined in Theorem 3.5, but the515

problem index k is added. One can observe that, if (4.1) is violated, Υ(k) may become516

indefinitely large and ρ(k) may approach one (thus making the bounds derived in517
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Theorem 3.5 not particularly useful). Hence, ensuring (4.1) is crucial for guaranteeing518

a moderately bounded sensitivity magnitude Υ(k) and a fast sensitivity decay rate ρ(k).519

We call (4.1) uniform boundedness conditions; furthermore, we call a quan-520

tity to be uniform in k if the quantity is independent of the index k. Note that521

(4.1) holds trivially if K is finite and Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold for each k ∈522

K. However, even if K is finite, it is necessary for Theorem 3.5 to be practi-523

cally useful that infk∈K σH,(k)
(p?(k)) is sufficiently bounded away from zero and that524

supk∈K σH,(k)(p
?
(k)) and supk∈K σR,(k)(p

?
(k)) are bounded above by a moderately large525

number. As such, the results in this section provide useful information even if K is526

finite (and even if K is a singleton). Hereafter, we will consistently use k to denote527

the problem index and drop the notation for dependency on p, since it is fixed to p?528

for the rest of the discussion in this section (e.g., H(k) ←H(k)(p
?)).529

4.1. Sufficient Conditions for Uniform Boundedness. We now state as-530

sumptions that enable uniform boundedness (4.1). These assumptions provide basic531

uniform parameters from which we can establish explicit bounds for the quantities in532

(4.1).533

Assumption 4.1 (Uniformly Bounded Degree of Graphs). There exists a uni-534

form upper bound D ∈ I>0 (uniform in k) of the degrees of nodes in G(k). That is,535

|NG(k)
[i]| ≤ D for any i ∈ V(k) and k ∈ K.536

Assumption 4.2 (Uniformly Bounded Second Derivatives). There exists L ≥ 0537

(uniform in k) such that ‖H(k),ij‖, ‖R(k),ij‖ ≤ L for any i, j ∈ V(k), k ∈ K, where538

H(k),ij and R(k),ij are defined in (3.12).539

Assumption 4.3 (Uniform SSOSC). There exists γ > 0 (uniform in k) such that540

ReH(Q(k),A
0
(k)) � γI for any k ∈ K, where A0

(k) := A(k)[A0
(k), :], and A0

(k), Q(k),541

and A(k) are defined in (3.4).542

Assumption 4.4 (Uniform LICQ). There exists β > 0 (uniform in k) such that543

A1
(k)(A

1
(k))
> � βI for k ∈ K, where A1

(k) := A(k)[A1
(k), :], and A1

(k) and A(k) are544

defined in (3.4).545

Assumptions 4.3, 4.4 are extensions of Assumption 3.2; in particular, the assump-546

tions are strengthened by introducing additional uniform paramters, γ, β > 0. With547

these parameters, we can establish the uniform bounds in (4.1). In the next theorem548

we establish upper bounds for σH,(k) and σR,(k).549

Lemma 4.5. Under Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, we have that σH,(k), σR,(k) ≤ D2L for550

k ∈ K.551

In order to prove this lemma, we first need to establish a general inequality for matrix552

norms. The following lemma is a generalization of inequality ‖M‖ ≤ (‖M‖1‖M‖∞)
1/2

553

[16, Corollary 2.3.2].554

Lemma 4.6. Consider M ∈ Rm×n with index set families I := {Ii}i∈V and J =555

{Ji}i∈V that partition I[1,m] and I[1,n], respectively. The following holds:556

σ(M) ≤
((

max
i∈V

∑
j∈V
‖M[i][j]‖

)(
max
j∈V

∑
i∈V
‖M[i][j]‖

))1/2

,(4.2)557

558

where M[i][j] = M [Ii][Jj ] for any i, j ∈ V.559

Proof. The inequality holds trivially if M = 0; we thus assume M 6= 0. Con-560

sider the left singular vector v ∈ Rn of M with singular value σ(M). We have that561
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σ(M)2v = MM>v. We let u = M>v, which yields σ(M)2v = Mu; accordingly,562

σ(M)2
∑
i∈V
‖v[i]‖ =

∑
i∈V
‖
∑
j∈V

M[i][j]u[j]‖563

≤
∑
j∈V

(
∑
i∈V
‖M[i][j]‖)‖u[j]‖ ≤

(
max
j∈V

∑
i∈V
‖M[i][j]‖

)(∑
j∈V
‖u[j]‖

)
,(4.3)564

565

where the first inequality is obtained by applying the triangle inequality and the566

submultiplicativity of the matrix norm, and by switching the order of summation; the567

second inequality is obtained from
∑
i∈V ‖M[i][j]‖ ≤ maxj∈V

∑
i∈V ‖M[i][j]‖. Using568

the same logic, we obtain:
∑
j∈V ‖u[j]‖ ≤ (maxi∈V

∑
j ‖M[i][j]‖)(

∑
i∈V ‖v[i]‖). From569

these results, (4.3), and the fact that v 6= 0 (by M 6= 0), we obtain (4.2).570

Proof of Lemma 4.5. Within this proof, we omit the subscript (k) for conciseness.571

Since B1 ⊆ I[1,n], σ(H) ≥ σH and σ(R) ≥ σR. Thus, it suffices to show that572

σ(H), σ(R) ≤ D2L. As observed in Section 3.2, H and R have bandwidth not573

greater than two since Hij and Rij equal zero if dG(i, j) > 2. Hence, the number of574

nonzero blocks on one-block rows or on one-block columns of H and R is at most575

D2, since |N2
G [i]| ≤ D2 for any i ∈ V (i.e., for any node, there exist at most D2 nodes576

within distance two). As such, we have:577

max
i∈V

∑
j∈V
‖Hij‖ ∨max

j∈V

∑
i∈V
‖Hij‖ ≤ D2L; max

i∈V

∑
j∈V
‖Rij‖ ∨max

j∈V

∑
i∈V
‖Rij‖ ≤ D2L.578

579

By Lemma 4.6, σ(H) ≤ D2L; and σ(R) ≤ D2L.580

From Lemma 4.5, we can see that two upper bounds in (4.1) hold under Assumption581

4.1, 4.2. The following lemma establishes a lower bound for σ
H,(k)

.582

Lemma 4.7. Under Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 we have that:583

σ
H,(k)

≥
(

2

γ
+

8αD4L2

γ3β
+

4D2L

γ2β

)−1 (
1 + αD2L

)−1
,(4.4)584

585

for any k ∈ K and where α := (2D4L2/γ + γ +D2L)/β.586

We first prove that Q(k) + α(A0
(k))
>A0

(k) is positive definite (recall that SSOSC does587

not necessarily guarantee positive definiteness of Q(k)).588

Lemma 4.8. Q(k) + α(A0
(k))
>A0

(k) � (γ/2)I.589

Proof. Within this proof, we omit the subscript (k) for conciseness. From Lemma590

4.5, ‖H‖ ≤ D2L; this implies that its submatrices Q,A0 satisfy σ(Q), σ(A0) ≤ D2L.591

The smallest eigenvalue of Q+ α(A0)>A0 is obtained from:592

min
w

w>(Q+ α(A0)>A0)w(4.5a)593

s.t. ‖w‖ = 1.(4.5b)594595

Any w ∈ Rr can be expressed as w = ZwZ + Y wY , where the columns of Z form an596

orthonormal basis for the null space of A0 and the columns of Y form an orthonormal597

basis for the row space of A0. We have that598

1 = ‖wZ‖2 + ‖wY ‖2; ‖ZwZ‖ = ‖wZ‖; ‖Y wY ‖ = ‖wY ‖,(4.6)599600
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which follows from (4.5b) and orthogonality of Z and Y . The objective (4.5a) satisfies:601

w>(Q+ α(A0)>A0)w

(4.7)

602

= w>ZZ
>QZwZ + 2w>Y Y

>QZwZ + w>Y Y
>QY wY + αw>Y Y

>(A0)>A0Y wY603

≥ γ‖wZ‖2 − 2‖Q‖‖ZwZ‖‖Y wY ‖ − ‖Q‖‖Y wY ‖2 + αλ(Y >(A0)>A0Y )‖wY ‖2604

≥ γ(1− ‖wY ‖2)− 2σ(Q)‖wZ‖‖wY ‖ − σ(Q)‖wY ‖2 + αλ(A0Y Y >(A0)>)‖wY ‖2605

≥ γ(1− ‖wY ‖2)− 2D2L‖wY ‖ −D2L‖wY ‖2 + αλ(A0(A0)>)‖wY ‖2606

≥ γ − 2D2L‖wY ‖+ (αβ − γ −D2L)‖wY ‖2,607608

where λ(·) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the symmetric matrix argument. The609

equality follows from A0Z = 0; the first inequality follows from (i) Assumption 4.3,610

(ii) submultiplicativity of matrix norms, and (iii) the fact that w>Mw ≥ λ(M)‖w‖2611

for positive definite M ; the second inequality comes from (i) Equation (4.6), (ii)612

the fact that the induced 2-norm is equal to the largest singular value, and (iii) the613

equality λ(MM>) = λ(M>M) for square M ; the third inequality follows from (i)614

Lemma 4.5 and (ii) A0Y Y > = A0 since Y is an orthogonal matrix whose columns615

span the row space of A0; and the last inequality follows from Assumption 4.4.616

Since V is nonempty, we have that D > 0; furthermore, we have that L 6= 0617

from SSOSC and LICQ and thus D2L 6= 0 holds. This implies that αβ − γ −D2L =618

2D4L2/γ > 0. Accordingly, the quadratic expression on the right-hand side of the619

last inequality of (4.7) is lower-bounded by:620

w>(Q+ α(A0)>A0)w ≥ γ − D4L2

αβ − γ −D2L
=
γ

2
.621

622

Proof of Lemma 4.7. Within this proof, we omit the subscript (k) for conciseness.623

It suffices to show that σ(H[B,B]) for any B0 ⊆ B ⊆ B1 is lower bounded by the right-624

hand-side of (4.4). Furthermore, we know that H[B,B] is a permutation of:625 [
Q (A′)>

A′,

]
(4.8)626

627

where A′ := A[A, :], and A := (φ−1(B) \ I[1,r]) − r; here, φ : I[1,n] → I[1,n] is a628

permutation that achieves z[φ(i)] = [ξ;η][i]. It thus suffices to show that the lowest629

singular value of the matrix in (4.8) with A0 ⊆ A ⊆ A1 is lower bounded by the630

right-hand side of (4.4).631

We now make the following observation:632

(A′)>A′ � (A0)>A0; λ(A′(A′)>) ≥ λ(A1(A1)>);(4.9)633634

here, the first inequality results from (A′)>A′− (A0)>A0 = A[A\A0, :]>A[A\A0, :635

] � 0. To establish the second inequality, we consider a unit vector w ∈ Rm such636

that w[A] is the eigenvector of A′(A′)> associated with the smallest eigenvalue and637

w[I[1,m] \ A] = 0. We can see that:638

λ(A1(A1)>) ≤ w[A1]>A1(A1)>w[A1] = λ(A′(A′)>);(4.10)639640

here, the first inequality follows from the fact that λ(A1(A1)>) is the smallest eigen-641

value, and the equality follows from the fact that w[A1 \A] = 0. This establishes the642

second inequality in (4.9).643
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We now study the inverse of the matrix in (4.8); note that σ(H) = ‖H−1‖ and644 [
Q (A′)>

A′

]−1

=

[
Q+ α(A′)>A′ (A′)>

A′

]−1 [
I α(A′)>

I

]
(4.11a)645

=

[
T + αT (A′)>SA′T T (A′)>S

SA′T

] [
I α(A′)>

I

]
,(4.11b)646

647

where T := (Q+α(A′)>A′)−1, and S := (A′(Q+α(A′)>A′)(A′)>)−1; here, the first648

equality can be easily verified; and the second equality follows from [3, Proposition649

2.8.7]. Now observe that:650

λ(Q+ α(A′)>A′) ≥ λ(Q+ α(A0)>A0) ≥ γ/2;(4.12)651652

here, the first inequality follows from (4.9) and the second inequality follows from653

Lemma 4.8. Furthermore,654

λ(A′(Q+ α(A′)>A′)(A′)>) ≥ λ(Q+ α(A′)>A′)λ(A′(A′)>) ≥ γβ/2;655656

here, the first inequality follows from657

min
‖w‖≤1

w>(A′(Q+ α(A′)>A′)(A′)>)w ≥ min
‖w‖≤1

λ(Q+ α(A′)>A′)‖(A′)>w‖2658

≥ λ(Q+ α(A′)>A′)λ(A′(A′)>),659660

and the second inequality follows from (4.12) and (4.9). Thus, ‖T‖ ≤ 2/γ and ‖S‖ ≤661

2/γβ. By using Lemma 4.6, the triangle inequality, the submultiplicativity of matrix662

norms, and the fact that Q, A′ are submatrices of H, we have:663 ∥∥∥∥[T + αT (A′)>SA′T T (A′)>S
SA′T

]∥∥∥∥ ≤ 2

γ
+

8αD4L2

γ3β
+

4D2L

γ2β
(4.13a)664 ∥∥∥∥[I α(A′)>

I

]∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1 + αD2L.(4.13b)665
666

Therefore, from (4.11) and (4.13), we obtain:667 ∥∥∥∥∥
[
Q (A′)>

A′

]−1
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤

(
2

γ
+

8αD4L2

γ3β
+

4D2L

γ2β

)(
1 + αD2L

)
.(4.14)668

669

Because (4.14) holds for any A0 ⊂ A ⊂ A1, the desired condition is obtained; the670

proof is complete.671

We have established in Lemmas 4.5, 4.7 that Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 guar-672

antee the uniform boundedness condition (4.1). The result is summarized as follows.673

Theorem 4.9. Under Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 we have that:674

σH,(k) ≤ D2L; σR,(k) ≤ D2L;(4.15a)675

σ
H,(k)

≥
(

2

γ
+

8αD4L2

γ3β
+

4D2L

γ2β

)−1 (
1 + αD2L

)−1
,(4.15b)676

677

for k ∈ K and where α is defined in Lemma 4.7; that is, (4.1) holds.678

Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 4.5, 4.7.679

All the quantities in Theorem 3.5 can be expressed using uniform parameters;680

therefore, we can uniformly bound the exponential decay parameters (Υ, ρ) using681

Theorem 4.9.682
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4.2. Sufficient Conditions for Uniform SSOSC and LICQ. Verifying As-683

sumptions 4.3, 4.4 can be challenging if the size of Q(k) and A(k) grows indefinitely684

with k. Thus, in this section, we provide sufficient conditions for uniform SSOSC685

and LICQ that do not require checking singular values of indefinitely large matrices.686

The problems of interest can have arbitrarily large graphs (e.g., dynamic optimiza-687

tion with infinite horizons and PDE optimization with an unbounded domains). One688

key characteristic of such problems is that there exists a recurrent structure (as de-689

picted in Figure 1). As such, we can construct sufficient conditions based on uniform690

SSOSC and LICQ over blocks of the Hessian and Jacobian matrices, defined by a691

partition J(k) := {J(k)(q)}
q(k)

q=1 of the primal variable index set I[1,r(k)]. To state these692

assumptions, we define the following submatrices of Q(k) and A(k) for q ∈ I[1,q(k)]
:693

Q(k)(q) := Q(k)[J(k)(q), J(k)(q)]; Q(k)(−q) := Q(k)[J(k)(q), I[1,r(k)] \ J(k)(q)];

A−(k)(q) := A(k)[A−(k)(q), J(k)(q)]; A+
(k)(q) := A(k)[A+

(k)(q), J(k)(q)],
694

695

where:696

A−(k)(q) := {i ∈ A0
(k) : A(k)[i, I[1,r(k)] \ J(k)(q)] = 0};697

A+
(k)(q) := {i ∈ A1

(k) : A(k)[i, J(k)(q)] 6= 0}.698
699

Assumption 4.10 (Block Diagonal Q(k)). Q(k)(−q) = 0 for k ∈ K, q ∈ I[1,q(k)]
.700

Assumption 4.11 (Nonzero Rows of A(k)). A(k)[i, :] 6= 0 for k ∈ K, i ∈ A1
(k).701

Assumption 4.12 (Block SSOSC). There exists γ > 0 (uniform in k, q) such702

that ReH(Q(k)(q),A
−
(k)(q)) � γI. holds for k ∈ K and q ∈ I[1,q(k)]

, where reduced703

Hessian ReH(·, ·) is defined in Assumption 4.3.704

Assumption 4.13 (Block LICQ). There exists β > 0 (uniform in k, q) such that705

A+
(k)(q)(A

+
(k)(q))

> � βI. holds for k ∈ K and q ∈ I[1,q(k)]
.706

We emphasize that Assumption 4.10 does not assume separability of the problem; a707

block-diagonal structure inQ(k) is obtained when coupling across blocks exist only via708

linear constraints. This is not a restrictive assumption since any problem of the form709

(1.1) can be reformulated into a form with linear coupling by introducing auxiliary710

variables (i.e., via a lifting procedure). Assumption 4.11 is not difficult to satisfy.711

In the following lemmas, we show that the above assumptions guarantee uniform712

SSOSC and LICQ for the original NLP (1.1).713

Lemma 4.14. Under Assumptions 4.10 and 4.12 we have ReH(Q(k),A
0
(k)) � γI714

Proof. Within this proof, we omit the subscript (k) for conciseness. From the715

block diagonal structure of Q (Assumption 4.10), x>Qx =
∑q(k)

q=1 x[J(q)]
>Q(q)x[J(q)].716

If A0x = 0, A−(q)x[J(q)] = 0 holds for q ∈ I[1,q(k)]
; therefore, by Assumption 4.12, the717

following can be obtained: if A0x = 0,718

q(k)∑
q=1

x[J(q)]
>Q(q)x[J(q)] ≥

q(k)∑
q=1

γ‖x[J(q)]‖2 = γ‖x‖2.(4.16)719

720

Here, the last equality follows from the fact that {J(q)}
q(k)

q=1 partitions I[1,r(k)]. From721

(4.16), we obtain the result.722
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Lemma 4.15. Under Assumptions 4.11 and 4.13 we have A1
(k)(A

1
(k))
> � βI.723

Proof. Within this proof, we omit the subscript (k) for conciseness. We have that724

for any y ∈ I[1,m],725

y[A1]>A1(A1)>y[A1] = y[A1]>(

q(k)∑
q=1

A[A1, J(q)](A[A1, J(q)])
>)y[A1]726

=

q(k)∑
q=1

(y[A+
(q)])

>A+
(q)(A

+
(q))
>y[A+

(q)].727

728

Here the first equality follows from block multiplication formula and the second equal-729

ity follows from the fact that A[A1 \ A+
(q), J(q)] = 0. By Assumption 4.13,730

y[A1]>A1(A1)>y[A1] ≥
q(k)∑
q=1

β‖y[A+
(q)]‖

2 ≥ β‖y[A1]‖2.(4.17)731

732

where the second inequality follows from the fact that
⋃q(k)

q=1A
+
(q) = A1, which follows733

from Assumption 4.11. Inequality (4.17) implies the desired result.734

We now summarize the developments in this subsection in the following theorem.735

Theorem 4.16. Under Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, we have that736

(4.15) holds for k ∈ K; that is, (4.1) holds.737

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 4.9 and Lemmas 4.14, 4.15.738

The results in Section 4.1-4.2 are useful for different problems of interest but739

might not be applicable to certain problem classes. For instance, it is difficult to de-740

rive uniform boundedness conditions for multi-stage stochastic programs because the741

probability of a given stage decays asymptotically over time (this prevents Assump-742

tion 4.12 to hold). This indicates that these types of problems might exhibit parasitic743

behavior that might manifest as extreme sensitivity (associated with non-uniqueness744

of the solution). We will leave specialized treatment for those problems as a topic of745

future work. Also, we have not discussed how the sensitivity behavior changes when746

the discretization resolution changes; such behavior can be used to understand sen-747

sitivity behavior of the continuous-time (infinite-dimensional) optimization problems748

studied in [17–19]. This is also left as a topic of future work.749

4.3. Discussion. We now illustrate the practical applicability of our results us-750

ing simple examples. With the intuition obtained from the examples, we discuss751

qualitative conditions under which the problem is likely to exhibit EDS.752

Example 4.17. We first consider a PDE optimization problem for a steady-state753

thin-plate system described in [1]:754

PDEOk(p(·)) : min
s(·),u(·)

∫
w∈Ω(k)

1

2
a(s(w)− sref(w))2 +

1

2
u(w)2dw(4.18a)755

s.t. ∆s(w) =
2hc
κtz

(s(w)− T ) +
2εσ

κtz
(s(w)4 − T 4

)(4.18b)756

− 1

κtz
(bu(w) + d(w)), w ∈ Ω(k)757
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∇s(w) · n̂(w) = 0, w ∈ ∂Ω(k),(4.18c)758759

where Ω(k) = [0, k] × [0, k] ⊆ R2 is the 2-dimensional domain of interest; ∂Ω(k) is760

the boundary of Ω(k); s : Ω(k) → R is the temperature; u : Ω(k) → R is the control;761

d : Ω(k) → R is the disturbance; ∆ is the Laplacian operator; n̂ is the unit normal762

vector; · is the inner product; (4.18b) is the heat equation whose right-hand-side763

consists of convection, radiation, and forcing terms by control and disturbance; (4.18c)764

is the Neumann boundary condition (i.e., insulated); sref : Ω(k) → R is the desired765

temperature; κ = 400, tz = .01, hc = 1, ε = .5, σ = 5.67 × 10−8, and T = 300 are766

the constant parameters. We define the variable vector to be x(w) = [s(w);u(w)];767

the data vector to be p(w) := [sref(w); d(w)] for w ∈ Ω(k). We consider a discretized768

version of PDEOk(p(·)) (e.g., each [i, j]× [i+ 1, j + 1] cell for i, j = 0, · · · , k− 1); we769

consider the discretization mesh as the graph G and let K = I>0. Observe that the770

domain expands with k but the fineness of the discretization mesh remains the same.771

We assume that sref(w) = d(w) = T for w ∈ Ω; in this case, the problem admits772

a trivial solution s?(w) = T and u?(w) = 0. Since there are no inequality constraints,773

A0
(k) = A1

(k) = A(k). Furthermore, there exist permutations of the Lagrangian Hes-774

sian Q(k) and of constraint Jacobian A(k) that can be expressed as:775

Q̃(k) = Π(k)Q(k)Π(k) =

[
I

aI

]
; Ã(k) := A(k)Π(k) =

[
L(k) + c0I (b/b0)I

]
,776

777

where Π(k) is the permuation operator, L(k) is the graph Laplacian matrix induced778

by the mesh graph, c0 = (2hc + 8εσT
3
)/κtz and b0 = −1/κtz. It is easy to see that779

Assumptions 4.1, 4.2 hold; thus, upper bounds in (4.1) are satisfied.780

We now show that uniform SSOSC and LICQ hold. One can observe that the uni-781

form LICQ condition holds if b 6= 0 from Ã(k)(Ã(k))
> = (L(k) + c0I)2 + (b/b0)2I �782

(b/b0)2I. Furthermore, since the smallest eigenvalue of Z>Q̃(k)Z with orthogonal783

Z is always greater than or equal to the smallest eigenvalue of Q̃(k), we have that784

ReH(Q̃(k), Ã(k)) � aI. Thus, if a > 0, uniform SSOSC holds. This example demon-785

strates that the developments of Section 4.1 can be applied to check uniform bound-786

edness.787

Example 4.18. Consider a dynamic optimization problem for energy storage:788

OCP(k)(p) : min
{si,ui,vi}ki=1

k∑
i=1

1

2
a(si)

2 +
1

2
(ui)

2 + πivi(4.19a)789

s.t. s1 = s, (µ1)(4.19b)790

si = si−1 + bui−1 + wi, i ∈ I[2,k], (µi)(4.19c)791

vi = ui + di, i ∈ I[1,k], (νi).(4.19d)792793

Here, si ∈ R is the stored energy (state) at time i; ui ∈ R is the charge/discharge of794

energy (control); vi ∈ R are the transactions with the grid; s = w1 is the initial storage;795

πi ∈ R is the energy price forecast; di is the energy demand forecast; and wi is the796

disturbance forecast. We define xi := [si, ui, vi] as the primal variables; yi := [µi, νi]797

as the dual variables; pi = [πi;wi; di] as the data. We consider G(k) = (V(k), E(k))798

as a linear graph that represents time domain, V(k) := I[1,k] and K = I>0. Practical799

problems have inequality constraints for si, ui, but here we neglect them for simplicity.800

The index k is the length of the horizon.801
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Given any k ∈ K, problem OCP(k)(p) satisfies SSOSC and LICQ, regardless of802

the choice of (a, b), but (4.1) can be violated. For example, if b = 0, w1 = 1, and803

w2 = w3 = · · · = 0, one can see that si = 1 for i ∈ I[1,k]; thus, σ(H(k)) → 0. On804

the other hand, if a > 0 and b 6= 0, we will see below that σ(H(k)) can be uniformly805

bounded below by a strictly positive number. Other parts of (4.1) can be easily806

confirmed from Theorem 4.16. Since there is no inequality constraint, A0 = A1 = A.807

It is clear that Assumptions 4.1, 4.2 hold for Example 4.18, but it is difficult808

to check whether Assumptions 4.3, 4.4 (uniform SSOSC and LICQ) hold. Specifi-809

cally, we need to show that there exist some uniform constants γ, β > 0 such that810

ReH(Q(k),A(k)) � γI and A(k)(A(k))
> � βI hold, where811

Q(k) =



a
1

0
. . .

a
1

0


3k×3k

(4.20a)812

A(k) =



1
−1 1

−1 −b 1
−1 1

. . .

−1 −b 1
−1 1


2k×3k

.(4.20b)813

814

The difficulty arises from the sizes of Q(k) and A(k) (which grow indefinitely with k);815

hence, we leverage the result in Section 4.2. If we choose J(k)(q) = I[3(q−1)+1,3q] for816

q ∈ I[1,k],817

Q(k)(q) =

a 1
0

 ; Q(k)(−q) = 0;

A−(k)(q) =


[

1

0 −1 1

]
, q = 1[

0 −1 1
]
, q ∈ I[2,k]

; A+
(k)(q) =



 1

−1 1

−1 −b

 q ∈ I[1,k−1][
1

−1 1

]
q = k

.

(4.21)

818

819

One can confirm from (4.21) that Assumptions 4.12, 4.13 are satisfied if a > 0 and820

b 6= 0 hold. Thus, Example 4.18 with a > 0 and b 6= 0 satisfies (4.1); accordingly,821

(Υ, ρ) are uniformly bounded. This demonstrates the usefulness of the results in822

Section 4.2 in checking the uniform boundedness conditions.823

The above results provide qualitative conditions under which quantities in (4.1)824

are likely to be moderately bounded (and thus the problem exhibits EDS). The first is825

having sufficient positive curvature in the objective function (related to Assumptions826

4.3, 4.12), and the second is having a sufficient flexibility in the constraints (related827
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to Assumptions 4.4, 4.13). Here, flexibility is defined in the sense that a small per-828

turbation on the data does not require a big adjustment of the decision variables to829

restore feasibility (thus is related to the smallest non-trivial singular value of the ac-830

tive constraint Jacobian). For Example 4.17-4.18, having larger a produces stronger831

positive curvature and larger b yields more flexibility in the constraints (makes the832

control more impactful). Intuitively, the first qualitative condition helps the decay833

of sensitivity because positive curvature produces a direction to which the solution834

tends and the second qualitative condition helps the decay of sensitivity as it enables835

the solutions to dampen the impact of perturbations. These conditions can be related836

to specific properties of particular problem classes; for example, for the dynamic op-837

timization problems analyzed in [22], it can be seen that uniform LICQ is related to838

uniform controllability. Similarly, it is known that observability is directly related to839

SSOSC for state and parameter estimation problems [35]. Establishing such connec-840

tions for specific problem instances is an interesting topic of future work. The results841

provided in this work are general and provide a unified view of different problem842

classes.843

5. Numerical Studies. In this section, we illustrate the theoretical develop-844

ments with different classes of graph-structured problems. We are particularly in-845

terested in exploring the effect of positive curvature of the objective function and846

flexibility of the constraints on the exponential decay of sensitivity. To this end, we847

use parameters (a, b) to manipulate such behavior. We conduct case studies for four848

different classes of graph-structured optimization problems: dynamic optimization,849

stochastic optimization, PDE-constrained optimization, and network optimization.850

In what follows, we describe the particular problem instances under study. Through-851

out the instances, a and b are parameters that control positive objective curvature852

and flexibility, respectively, and j represents the node where the data perturbation853

will be introduced.854

5.1. Dynamic Optimization. The study is performed for Example 4.18. We855

set wi = di = πi = 0 for i ∈ V(k), k = 9, and j = 5. Numerical sensitivity study856

with more sophisticated dynamic optimization problems (e.g., with nonlinearities) are857

provided in [24,31].858

5.2. Stochastic Optimization. We consider a stochastic program:859

min
{si,ui,vi∈R}i∈V

∑
i∈V

pi(a
1

2
s2
i +

1

2
u2
i + πivi)(5.1a)860

s.t. s1 = s, (µ1)(5.1b)861

si = san(i) + buan(i) + wi, i ∈ V \ {1}, (µi),(5.1c)862

vi = ui + di, i ∈ V, (νi).(5.1d)863864

Here G = (V, E) represents the scenario tree; 1 ∈ V is the root node; an(i) ∈ NG [i]865

denotes the parent node; pi ∈ R≥0 denotes the probability of node i; si ∈ R is the866

stored energy at node i; ui ∈ R is the charge/discharge of energy at node i; vi ∈ R867

is the transactions with grid at node i; s = w1 is the initial energy storage; πi ∈ R868

is the forecast energy price at node i; di is the energy demand forecast at node i; wi869

is the disturbance forecast at node i. We set xi := [si, ui, vi] as the primal variable870

vector at node i; yi := [µi, νi] as the dual variable vector at node i; pi = [πi;wi; di]871

as the data at node i. Furthermore, we set |c(i)| = 3, where c(i) ⊆ NG [i] is the set of872
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children nodes, d1 = 0; {dj}j∈c(i) = [−1; 0; 1]; wi = πi = 0 for i ∈ V; k = 6, where k873

denotes the number of stages. We choose j = 3 (a node in the second stage).874

5.3. PDE Optimization. The study is performed for Example 4.17 with k = 9875

(9 × 9 grid). We choose j to be the node at the center (5, 5). For the base data, we876

set sref(w) = d(w) = T for w ∈ Ω.877

5.4. Network Optimization. We consider the alternating current (AC) opti-878

mal power flow problem:879

min
{vi∈C}i∈V
{sgk∈C}k∈W
{sij∈C}i,j∈V

a
(∑
i∈V

(|vi| − vref)
2 +

∑
{i,j}∈E

(∠viv
∗
j )2
)

+
∑
k∈W

c1(k)<(sg(k)) + c2(k)<(sg(k))
2

(5.2a)

880

s.t. ∠vi = 0, i ∈ Vref(5.2b)881

sgL(k) − b(1 +
√
−1) ≤ sg(k) ≤ s

gU
(k) + b(1 +

√
−1), k ∈ W(5.2c)882 ∑

k∈Wi

sgk − s
d
i =

∑
j∈NG [i]

sij , v
L
i ≤ |vi| ≤ vUi , i ∈ V(5.2d)883

sij = (Yij + Y cij)
∗ |vi|2

|Tij |
v∗i − Yij

viv
∗
j

Tij
, |sij | ≤ sUij , i, j ∈ V(5.2e)884

θ∆L
ij ≤ ∠viv

∗
j ≤ θ∆U

ij , {i, j} ∈ E .(5.2f)885886

Here, G = (V, E) represents the power network, C denotes the set of complex numbers;887

<(·) and =(·) denotes the real and imaginary part of the argument; (·)∗ denotes the888

complex conjugate of the argument; p ≥ q ⇐⇒ <(p) ≥ <(q) and =(p) ≥ =(q) for889

p, q ∈ C;Wi is the set of generators connected to node i;W :=
⋃
i∈VWi; Vref is the set890

of reference nodes; vi ∈ C is the voltage at node i; sg(k) ∈ C is the power generation at891

generator k; {vLi , vUi , sdi ∈ C}i∈V ,{θ∆,L
ij , θ∆,U

ij ∈ R}{i,j}∈E , {sUij , Yij , Y cij , Tij ∈ C}i,j∈V ,892

{c1(k), c
2
(k) ∈ R, sgL(k), s

gU
(k) ∈ C}k∈W are the data. The readers are pointed to the893

documentation of PowerModels.jl [10] for the details of Problem (5.2). Here we894

modified the problem by adding the regularization term (the first term in (5.2a))895

and by introducing the additional terms in constraint (5.2c) to examine the effect896

of positive curvature and flexibility in the constraints; the problem reduces to the897

original problem when (a, b) = 0. We treat the edge variables, constraints, and the898

objective terms by treating them as node terms for one of the connected node (in899

particular, the one with lower node index), as explained in Remark 1.1; note that this900

manipulation only alters indexing and does not change the problem. We set zi as901

all the primal/dual variable that are associated with node i ∈ V (including generator902

and edge variables/constraints), and we set pi = [<(sdi ),=(sdi )]. We choose j = 1903

as the perturbation location. We use test case pglib opf case500 tamu available at904

pglib-opf v18.08 [2, 8] (the problem data c1(k), c
2
(k), V

L
i , etc are available therein).905

The problem is modeled using modeling library PowerModels.jl.906

5.5. Methods. We conduct the following numerical study for each problem in-907

stance. We consider a problem P (p?) with the base data p?. Then, we consider per-908

turbed problems {P (p
(q)

)}qq=1 in which the data are perturbed as p(q) = p? + ∆p(q),909

where ∆p(q) are i.i.d samples drawn from ∆pj ∼ U([−σ, σ]lj ), and ∆pi = 0 if i 6= j.910

Here, j ∈ V is a selected perturbation point and U(Ω) denotes the multivariate uni-911

form distribution on Ω. We choose σ = 10−3 and q = 30 for all instances. Then, the912
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Table 1
Variation of (a, b) in numerical studies.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Dynamic Optimization (1, 1) (10−2, 1) (1, 10−2) (10−2, 10−2)

Stochastic Optimization (1, 1) (10−2, 1) (1, 10−2) (10−2, 10−2)

PDE Optimization (1, 1) (10−2, 1) (1, 10−2) (10−2, 10−2)

Network Optimization (106, 10) (0, 10) (106, 0) (0, 0)

empirical sensitivity coefficients:913

Cij = max
q∈I[1,q]

‖z‡i (p
(q))‖/‖∆p(q)‖, i, j ∈ V914

915

are computed and visualized. The empirical sensitivity Cij converges to ‖∇pjz
†
i (p

?)‖916

as σ → 0 and q → ∞; thus, these empirical sensitivities are suitable quantities for917

study of sensitivity coefficients. We recall that (a, b) are the key parameters that918

control the positive curvature and flexibility. We vary these parameters as shown in919

Table 1, and see how they affect the decay (spread) of the sensitivity coefficients.920

Here, Case 1 has sufficiently large (a, b); Case 2 has low a; Case 3 has low b; and921

Case 4 has low (a, b). The results can be reproduced using the scripts provided in922

https://github.com/zavalab/JuliaBox/tree/master/SensitivityNLP.923

5.6. Results. The sensitivity results are illustrated as heat maps of the em-924

pirical coefficients (Figure 2) and as scatter plots of the coefficients against distance925

dG(i, j) (Figure 3). From Figure 2 we see that, with sufficiently large (a, b) (Case 1),926

the empirical sensitivity coefficients decay as they move away from the perturbation927

location. Furthermore, from Figure 3, one can confirm that the sensitivity coefficients928

decay exponentially with distance (i.e., logCij ∝ dG(i, j)). This verifies the theoreti-929

cal results in Section 3. If either one or both of (a, b) are not sufficiently large (Case 2,930

3, 4), the decay of sensitivity is weaker or not observed (except for the PDE optimiza-931

tion problem). This is because, without strong curvature or flexibility, σ(H(k)) may932

be close to zero, and the coefficients in Theorem 3.5 do not exhibit sufficient decay.933

The reason that the PDE optimization problem exhibits decay of sensitivity even in934

the absence of positive curvature and flexibility is that the system itself has a strong935

dissipative property (temperature naturally tends towards ambient temperature via936

convection and radiation). From these results, we can confirm that it is sufficient for937

problems to have strong positive curvature and flexibility in the constraints to ex-938

hibit decay of sensitivity (this confirms the theoretical results in Section 4). Notably,939

even though we cannot guarantee uniform boundedness of the multi-stage stochastic940

programs, we can observe EDS for sufficiently large (a, b).941

6. Conclusions. We have presented sensitivity results for graph-structured non-942

linear programs (problems whose structure is induced by a graph). Our results in-943

dicate that the sensitivity of the solution at a given location decays exponentially944

with respect to the distance to the perturbation point. This result holds under the945

strong second-order sufficiency condition (SSOSC) and the linear independence con-946

straint qualification (LICQ). We show that sensitivity decay depends on the singular947

values of the submatrices of the Lagrangian Hessian matrix; as such, uniform bound-948

edness conditions for such singular values are essential. We have also shown that949

the singular values can be uniformly bounded under bounded graph degree, bounded950

second-order derivatives, and uniform SSOSC and LICQ conditions. Furthermore,951
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Fig. 2. Spread of empirical sensitivity coefficients Cij/Cjj on G for dynamic optimization
(top), stochastic optimization (second row), PDE optimization (third row), and network optimization
(bottom) problem for different values of (a, b). Red circles denote perturbation point, dark blue
approaches one, and white approaches zero.

we have shown that uniform SSOSC and LICQ conditions can be guaranteed un-952

der uniform SSOSC and LICQ at problem blocks. Qualitatively, these conditions953

can be interpreted as having sufficiently strong positive curvature in the objective954

and flexibility in the constraints. Our numerical studies (for dynamic optimization,955

stochastic optimization, network optimization, and PDE optimization) confirm that,956

if the graph-structured problem exhibits such properties, sensitivity indeed decays ex-957

ponentially. As part of future work, we are interested in exploring the propagation of958

sensitivity in specific problem classes. A sensitivity decay property for continuous-time959

(infinite-dimensional) dynamic optimization problems has been recently established960

in [17–19]. We are interested in studying the limiting behavior of our graph sensitivity961

results to establish a similar result for such problems.962
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Fig. 3. Scatter plots of sensitivity coefficients Cij/Cjj versus dG(i, j) for dynamic optimization
(top), stochastic optimization (second row), PDE optimization (third row), and network optimization
(bottom) for different values of (a, b).
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